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Summary

Summary

In this thesis is dealt with the control for an overhead crane. The overhead crane consists of a
movable trolley on a rail, with below that a load connected through a cable of varying length
to the trolley. To control this system the non-linear and linear equations that describe the
movement of the load and the trolley are derived. The real values of all the parameters used
in the system are given. Because the hoisting equipment consists of a special kind of
transmission, namely a worm wheel, this thesis also contains a description and dynamic
model of this part of the system. Next is gone into the design of a H~-controller and a classic
PID-controller with non-linear feedback, which control and stabilizes the system. In detail is
explained how the various filters for the H~-control technique are designed. Of course the
controller is evaluated by simulations and tests on the real system. The real system is a scale
model of an overhead crane present on the section measurement and control of the
department of electrical engineering of the Eindhoven University of Technology. We shall
see that the H~-control technique is only stable for the nominal process (this means with
fixed cable length). The PID-controller is stable for all cable lengths.

Samenvatting

Dit verslag handelt over een regelaar voor een container kraan. Een container kraan bestaat
uit een verrijdbare trolley op een rails met daaronder een last bevestigt aan de trolley via een
in lengte varierende kabel. am dit systeem te regelen zijn de niet-lineaire en lineaire systeem
beschrijvingen van de last en de trolley afgeleid. De werkelijke waardes van aile parameters
die in het systeem gebruikt worden, worden gegeven. Omdat bij de hijsinrichting gebruik is
gemaakt van een speciaal overbrenging, namelijk een wormwiel, behandelt dit
afstudeerverslag ook een beschrijving en een dynamisch model voor dit onderdeel van het
systeem. Hiema wordt er op het ontwerp H~-regelaar en een klassieke PID regelaar met niet
lineaire terugkoppeling ingegaan, die het systeem regelen en stabiliseren. Het ontwerp van de
diverse filters voor de H~ techniek wordt in detail behandeld. Natuurlijk ontbreekt een
evaluatie van de simulaties en testen op het echte systeem niet. Het echte systeem bestaat uit
een schaal model van een container kraan beschikbaar op de laboratorium meet en
regeltechniek van de technische universiteit van Eindhoven. We zullen zien dat de H~
regelaar aIleen stabiel is voor het nominale proces (het proces met vaste kabellengte). De
PID regelaar is stabiel voor aIle kabellengtes.



Foreword

Foreword

When I was a young boy and had nothing to do, I often went to the harbor in IJmuiden. In a
sea harbor as IJmuiden there is always a lot of activity, so you never get bored. I always liked
to watch at the quay were the goods are taken out of the ships and are placed on the quay, or
visa versa. Then I could not foresee that years later I am engaged in the control of an
overhead crane. Until now I always thought that it was quite easy to move the load from one
point to another. All you had to do was to handle a couple of steering wheels and everything
will be all right. Now I understand that the mathematical equations that describe this process
are very complicated and that the achievements of the crane drivers must not be
underestimated.
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Chapter 1

1. INTRODUCTION
'Men want to be in control, and that is why everything has to be controlled.'
The overhead crane is no exception on this statement.

Introduction

In principle there are a lot of processes that can be controlled. In this thesis is chosen for the
control of a crane. More specific the control of an overhead crane. Other words for overhead
cranes are container or gantry cranes. This sort of cranes you can find a lot in the harbor.
They are used there to load and unload the ships by moving the product, often containers,
from one point to another.

figure I-I Picture ofan overhead crane

At the section Measurement and Control of the faculty of Electrical Engineering of the
Eindhoven University of Technology there is a scale model of an overhead crane, that is used
by students to study results of different control strategies or to give demonstrations. The
overhead crane consists of a trolley that can move in only one direction over a rail. On this
trolley there is a hoisting equipment for lowering and hoisting the load. The load is connected
to the trolley by means of a cable.

1.1 Definition of the control problem

There are many different control techniques that we can use to control the overhead crane,
like Fuzzy control [SCH93], two-loop static feedback [SIM93] and many others. Because this
is the first time that the designed controller will be actually tested on a real system, the H~

control technique deserves the preference. This because with this technique you can reckon
with process uncertainties. Also we had in mind that H~-control technique is a stepping stone
to J..l-analysis/synthesis. The last technique is not treated in this thesis.
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Introduction Chapter 1

Besides the H~-control approach there is an other technique used for controlling the overhead
crane, namely a classic PID-controller with non-linear feedback. This because the H~-control

technique turned out to be unstable for the whole range of the cable length.

1.2 Objective

The main objective is to control the swing of the load when the trolley moves from its current
position to another. Thereby we have to take into account all kinds of disturbances that take
place on the process, such as changing parameters because of variations in temperature,
friction, different weight of the load, etcetera.
The implementation of this main goal can be done in different manners. In this thesis, it is
chosen to control the deviation between the actual value of the coordinates of the load and
coordinates that we want the load to be at a certain time. This means that tracking in the

lit norm is as small as possible during the motion of the load and that the final error is

effectively zero. Of course we want to minimize the time between the moment the load leaves
the start position and the moment the load reached the desired position.
Besides this main objective we have to make sure that the angle between the cable and the
normal of the trolley becomes not too large and becomes zero when the final position is
reached.

This thesis begins with a derivation of the model of the overhead crane. In the first section we
derive the linear and non-linear equations that describe the motion of the trolley, the change
in cable length and the angle between the normal and the cable. After that a chapter about the
modeling of a worm wheel is presented. This is a non linear part in the hoisting equipment
that prevents the load from sinking when there no force is applied. In chapter four the
findings from the previous chapters are combined. Also there is a discussion of the sensors
and actuators. Next in chapter 5, the used control technique, namely H~-control will be
discussed. Also there is an expansion of the ideas of a classic PID-controller with a non
linear feedback proposed in [OON94]. Then the results of the simulations will be presented.
Finally some conclusions and recommendations will be given for further study.
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Chapter 2 Modeling the overhead crane

2. MODELING THE OVERHEAD CRANE
Before we can begin with simulations and the implementation of the controller we have to
derive a mathematical model of the overhead crane. The derivation of the mathematical
equations is done with primarily the use of the second law ofNewton.

2.1 Plant description

At the section Measurement and Control of the faculty of Electrical Engineering of the
Eindhoven University of Technology there is a scale model of an overhead crane, that is used
by students to study results of different control strategies or to give demonstrations. The
overhead crane showed in the picture below is of a different kind than that is present on the
university, but will do to explain the basic ideas of an overhead crane.

figure 2-1 Scale //lodel ofall overhead crane

The overhead crane consists of a trolley that can move in only one direction over a rail, so it
has one degree of freedom. On this trolley there is a hoisting equipment for lowering and
hoisting the load. The load is connected to the trolley by means of a cable. In this thesis the
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Modeling the overhead crane Chapter 2

cable is supposed to be stiff, like an iron bar, so the model does not take into consideration
the higher harmonics (vibrations of the cable). From this it is obvious that the load has two
degrees of freedom. The x will be defined as the horizontal movement while the y is
preserved for the vertical movement. The origin of the coordinate system is in the left upper
comer of the overhead crane.
The load is interpreted as a massive, homogeneous ball with all its mass in the center of
gravity. The distance between the load and the fulcrum on the trolley is the length of the
cable and is identified with the letter L.
Now we can calculate the coordinates of the load (XL, Yd expressed in terms of the position
of the trolley (x t), the length of the cable (L) and the angle between the normal of the trolley
and the cable (8).

XL Xt + L Sin 8

yL -L Cos 8

Because the overhead crane has two degrees of freedom, there are also two external forces
that the user can specify, F t for moving the trolley and Fh for increasing or decreasing the
length of the cable. Other forces that are taken into account are the centrifugal force

.2

Fcf = illL 8 L, the gravity force on the load FgL =mL g, and the tension force in the cable
FT. In figure 2-2 you can see the force plan of these forces.

Fhy

L
(0,0)

L

y'

V

XL X-position of the load
YL V-position of the load
e angle between normal of the trolley and

the length direction of the cable
Xt X-position of the trolley
L length of the cable
Ft force on the trolley
Fh force for hoisting the load
FT tension force in the cable
Fg1 gravity force on the load
FN normal force on the trolley
Fer centrifugal force on the load
mL mass of the load

VI m, mass of the trolley
d, effective damping of the trolley

de effective damping of the sway movement
dL effective damping of the hoisting

X first derivative of X (speed)

Fgl Fe! X second derivative of X (acceleration)

L1X 'little' change in X

figure 2-2 Force plan overhead crane

The friction force on the trolley, the hoisting, and in the sway movement of the load are
modeled as coulomb damping terms with coefficients db respectively dLand dB. This means
that the non-linear change of the friction in the damping term of the movement of the trolley
(d t ) is not taken into account when the speed becomes very high. Also the non-linear behavior
of the friction force during starting and stopping is not modeled, so no attention is paid at the
dead zone and saturation behavior. By simulations this is reckoned with giving the motor pre
charge large enough to overcome the initial friction (± 5.5 Newton) and special non-linear
blocks that simulate the saturation of the motor. The damping of the load swing dB is
considered to take place in the fulcrum on the trolley and is also modeled as a coulomb
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Chapter 2 Modeling the overhead crane

damping. The air resistance is neglected. For the damping for the hoisting (dL) we can put
down the same story as for the damping of the movement of the trolley (dt).
Before we can make use of the second law of Newton to derive the mathematical equations
for the overhead crane we first have to define the internal states. To get a good model of the
overhead crane you need six states, namely the position of the trolley (xt), the angle between
the normal of the trolley and the cable (8) and the length of the cable (L) and their first

(
0 0 0)

derivatives Xt, 8, L .

The mass of the load (mL) is taken constant, but it is possible to define it as an additional
parameter in a more complex approach.

2.2 Definition of the in- and outputs of the system

If we see the overhead crane as a black box, it has 2 inputs and 2 outputs. The inputs are used
to control the system and are a force to move the trolley (Ft) and a force to change the cable
length (Fh). The two outputs are the x-position of the load (Xt) and the y-position of the load
(YI). These outputs cannot be measured directly but have to be calculated from the three
internal variables; the position of the trolley (Xt), the angle between the normal of the trolley
and the cable (8) and the length of the cable (L).

2.3 Deriving a non-linear model of the overhead crane

Now all the forces and the states of the overhead crane have been defined we can write the
various force balances down.

First there is the force balance of the load:

x-direction:

y-direction:

00
- FT Sin e = illLXL + deLe Cos e
FT Cos 8 - Fg, = mL yL +deL8 Sin 8

Second there is the force balance of the trolley:

x-direction:
y-direction:

00
Ft + FT Sin 8 = mtXt + dtxt
FN - FT Cos e - Fg, = a

And third and last, the force balance due to hoisting:

Fh - Fef - Fg, Cos e = illLL + dLL + mLXt Sin e

After some calculations and substitutions of one equation into another we come finally on the
below-mentioned non-linear equations. More details of the derivation you can find in
appendix l,formulas.
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Modeling the overhead crane Chapter 2

8 = m~L[-gmISin8 -[Ft + FhSin8 - xldl + dd~.Sin8]COS8 -2rntLe]

de8

mL

gCosO)]

L _1_[_ FtffiL Sin 8 _
mtffiL

(

.2

+ rntffiL L 8 +

810 + ~8 = ~8

Lto + ~L = 1 + &

These are the non-linear equations that describe the movement of the trolley and can be
compared with existing literature such as [BEE92] or [LAM98].

2.4 Deriving a linear model for the overhead crane

H=-control technique is a technique based on linear systems, so we have to linearise the non-

linear model in a working point xo, 80, Lo, xo, 80, Lo (= 0,0,1,0,0,0). Where the subscript °
stands for the nominal value. Doing this, the model will be less accurate especially when
there is a great change in cable length. This will be solved in the chapter 4, modeling the
system.

Xl = Xo + ~Xl = ~Xl

Xl = Xo + ~Xl = ~Xt

8 = 80 + ~8 = ~8

8
L. .
L = Lto + ~L = ~L

Using the approximation for Cosine, Sinus and the following other approximations
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a(c + ~x)

at
~X ~y "" 0

(~X)2 "" 0
Fh "" mLg

Ft "" ~Ft
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for little values of x

+ ~h



Chapter :2

follows that:

~Xt

~L =

Modeling the overhead crane

~t [~Ft + mLg~e - ~·Xl dtJ

(1 ) [_ gffit~e _ Ft _ ~eFh + ~·Xt dt] _ de ~e
mt L!+~L mL

mL mL

These three above-mentioned equations are the linear equations of the system. From these we
can derive the state space equations:

x Ax + Bu with u [~Ft ~Fhr and ~ = [~X ~X ~e ~e ~L iLT

[x, + L Sin 0] linearisation [~x, ~UM]y Cx + Du with y ===>
Leos e

With A, B, C and D are the following matrices:

0 0 0 0 0
dt -~(l + ffiL)0 a22 a23 0 0 0 an a43 =
mt Lo mt

0 0 0 1 0 0 mLg de
A with an a44 =0 a42 a43 a44 0 0 mt mL

0 0 0 0 0 1
dt dL

a42 a66

0 0
mtL! mL

0 0 0 a66

0 0 1
b21 =

b21 0 mt

0 0
B with b41 =b41 0 mtL!

0 0
1

0 b62 b62
ffiL

[~
0 L! 0 0

~l D = [~ ~]C
0 0 0 1

Notice that in the linear case, the subsystem for hoisting and the subsystem for the movement
of the trolley and the swing of the load are completely decoupled. This means that the
coupling between these two systems exclusively consists of second or higher order terms. We
also see that the movement of the trolley and the swing of the load is not decoupled. This is
understandable because there are linear terms that describe the swing of the load as a result of
the movement of the trolley.
In appendix l,formulas, you can read the whole derivation of the linear and non-linear model
of the overhead crane.
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Chapter 3 Modeling the worm gear

3. MODELING THE WORM GEAR
A worm wheel consists ofa driving worm and a driven gear wheel. The axes normally cross
under an angle of90 0. The worm can be compared with a large spur wheel with a great tooth
angle. Worm gears are often usedfor gears with great transmission or hoisting.

3.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapter we derived the mathematical equations of the process we would like
to control, but this is not the only part we have to describe. For simulations it is necessary to
describe the whole system from the input to the output of the process. The better the
description, the better the simulations will be. For moving the trolley this means that we have
to take, for example the friction into
account. For hoisting the load we also
have to deal with the transmission
from the motor to the load. In the
scale model this is done with a worm
gear. The main reason for this choice
is that worm wheels can be made
mechanically self-locking. This
means that, if there is no force
applied to the system the load does
not sink but it stays on the same
altitude. Other advantages over other
kind of gears are that worm gears
have a noiseless and smooth run and
are in the case of the same
performance smaller and easier to
specify. The tooth engagement occurs
without the shock prevalent as in
other gear types, so smooth
movement is guaranteed. And finally
the great transmission relation you
can get with one transmission, makes
the worm gear used in a lot at hoisting facilities.
Of course there are also disadvantages. The slip motion of the tooth's profiles gives, by the
same performance a higher energy dissipation and therefore a smaller efficiency. Much of the
energy dissipation is converted into heat. So a problem is to let this heat passed on to his
surroundings.

3.2 General terminology and standard equations

The terminology and considerations used by worm wheels are very much like that are used
with power screws. Hereby correspond the screw with the worm and the nut with the gear
wheel. The meaning of the different symbols for size and other parameters can be seen in
figure 3-1. The actual values can be found in appendix 2, values ofthe worm transmission.
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Modeling the worm gear

figure 3-1 The different parameters ofa worm wheel

Chapter 3

The axial pitch of the worm (ta) is the distance between corresponding points on adjacent
teeth, and the lead (L) is the axial distance the worm advances during one revolution of the
worm. For shafts that are 900 apart, the axial pitch of the worm is equal to the circular pitch
of the gear. The pitch diameter of the worm wheel (dml ) is defined as the distance between
the mean outer parts of the worm.

The main purpose of a worm wheel is to slow down or speed up the rotation speed of the
driving motor. The function that describes the transmission relation (i) is given in the
following formula:

. nl Z2 MI2
1=-=-=

n2 ZI Mti· 'lg
transmission relation (= 16 )
/lumber of revolutions of the worm wheel, gear wheel
number of teeth of the worm wheel, gear wheel (= 1 , 16 )
torque of the worm wheel, gear wheel [Nm]
overall efficiency of the worm gear

Another important parameter for a worm wheel is the lead angle (Ym). This is the angle
between the normal axis and the length direction of the teeth. This angle plays an important
role for determining whether or not the worm gear is self-locking. See next section.

L ZI . ta Zl . rna . 1t
Tanym=--=--=----

d~·1t d~·1t d~·1t

'Xn lead angle, angle between the normaL axis and the Length direction of the teeth (= 4.09°)
L lead inmm (= nmm) [m]
z1 number of teeth of the worm wheel (=1 )
din! pitch diameter of the worm wheel (= 14 mm) [m]
ta axial pitch of the worm wheel (= n mm ) [m]
ma axis module of the worm wheel (= 1 )
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Chapter 3

3.3 Static handling of the worm wheel

Modeling the worm gear

In this section it is explained how the various forces work when the worm gear is not
accelerating. By this derivation it is assumed that the worm is driving the worm gear. Figure
3-2 shows the force conditions of the driving worm wheel. By the derivation one starts from
the perpendicular to the tooth surface working force Fn• This force can be divided into the
radial force Fr and a normal component Fn'.

IFn' Fn Cos ano = Fn Cos 20°I
Fn normal force perpendicular to the tooth surface of the worm wheel [N]
Fo' divided normal force parallel to the worm axis [N]
anI) thread angle, angle between Fn and Fn ' (= 20° )

figure 3-2 Cross-section gearwheel

Now we have to take into account the friction force FR. This force has to be added to the
normal force Fn' that results in a force Fe. The angle between Fe and Fn' is called the friction
angle p'. Fe on his turn can be divided into a tangential force Fu and an axial force Fa. The
axial force Fa is used to turn the cogwheel around, as the tangential force Fu is used to turn
the worm wheel around. The angle between Fa and Fn' is called Ym and is the same angle as
between the normal axis and the length direction of the teeth of the worm wheel. See figure
3-3

....---
aJ

figure 3-3 Force relation of the worm wheel
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Modeling the worm gear Chapter 3

To calculate the tangential force Fu at the worm wheel we use the following equation:

Fu
2Mtl

dm,
tangential force at the worm wheel [N}
torque of the worm wheel [Nm}
diameter of the worm wheel (= 14mm) [m}

From the force plan in figure 3-3 the axial force Fa can be derived, this becomes:

Fu
Fa

Tan (ym + p')
Fa axial force at worm wheel [N}
F" tangential force at the worm wheel [Nl

Y,1l lead angle, angle between the normal axis and the length direction of the teeth (=4.09 ° )
p' friction angle

And finally you can calculate the last unknown force, the radial force Fr:

F, =
F,.

F"
F,,'
F,.
p'

a"o

~"

Fu Cos p' Tan anO ,
= Fn Tanano Fe COSp' Tan anO

Sin (}f11 + pi)
radial force at worm wheel [N}
tangential force at the worm wheel [N}
divided normalforce parallel to the worm axis [N}
result force [N}
friction angle
thread angle, angle between F" and F,,' (= 20° )
lead angle, angle between the normal axis and the length direction of the teeth (=4.09 ° )

3.4 Efficiency of a worm gear

The efficiency of a worm gear set is defined as the output horsepower divided by the input
horsepower. The main part of the power loss and efficiency is caused by friction between the
teeth of the gear wheel and the threats of the worm wheel. Another part of losses are the
losses in bearing. These losses are left out of considerations in this thesis. To improve the
efficiency of the worm wheel it is necessary that the lead angle (Ym) is large, so the axial pitch
(ta) has to be large and the pitch diameter (dm1 ) small. Often one uses worms with multiple
threads (ZI> 1) so that the lead (L) is obtained by multiplying the number of threads (or
number of teeth) by the pitch.

Tanym

l1g = Tan(ym+p')

1Jg overaLL efficiency ofthe worm gear ("" 0.69 )
y,,, lead angle, angle between the normal axis and the length direction of the teeth (=4.09° )
p' friction angle (start value"" 6° )

In the above-mentioned formula p' is the friction angle. This angle does not only depends on
the kind of material used for the worm gear and oil used for the lubricant, but also from the
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Chapter 3 Modeling the worm gear

rotation speed of the worm. In the most literature we also see another variable namely f. The
relation between f and p' is given by:

If = Tan pll
At the start of the movement of a worm gear, f is about 0.1 (p' ",,6°), f and with that p'
decrease if Vg (the speed at which the teeth glide along each other) increase following table
3-1. Pay attention to the fact that the table is only right for worm wheels that have oil
lubricant. In our case we cannot use this table because our worm wheel has a dry contact
between the teeth of the worm and the teeth of the gear wheel.

V Q [m/,l <0.5 0.5 I 2 4 6 10 >10

f"" 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.035 0.025 0.02 0.018 0.015

p'"" 3.5° 3° 2.3° 2° 104° 1.10 1°

table 3-1 Friction angle by different speed

With Vg defined in the next formula.

dml 7l' nl

60 Cos In'
rotation speed. measured along the cogwheel side (maximum 4.78 m/, )
pitch diameter of the worm wheel (= 14 mm) [m]
number of revolutions of the worm wheel
lead angle, angle between the normal axis and the length direction of the teeth (=4.09° )

The relation between f, ¥m and T]g can be found in figure 3-4.

i

--+-----~

f .0,01

0,90-+---

0,80

0.60

10 20 30

!
J
I

i i..... +! .
~ i

':. I,f.

40 45'

figure 3-4 Efficiency curves

To see the effect of the different lead angles ¥m we examine the figures below. The situation
of these force plans occur when the cog wheel is trying to drive the worm. This is the same as
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Modeling the worm gear

that the block in figure 3-5 moves down to the left (dotted line in figure). The block
represents a tooth of the cog wheel.

Chapter 3

'Ym

11011 se(f locking se(f locking

figure 3-5 Different lead angles

We apply through the cog wheel an axial force (Fa) on the worm. This axial force results in a
normal force (Fa). Together with the friction force (FR) the normal force results in the
resulting force (Fe). Because the resulting force is also a decomposition of the axial force in
the tangential force (FlI ) the direction of tangential force is known.
In the force plan on the left is the direction of the tangential force (FlI ) is opposite to the
direction of the movement. So the tangential force (FlI ) works now as a braking force that
makes that the turning of the worm is slowed down.
In the situation on the right however, the tangential force (FlI ) has changed its direction. It is
now opposite to the direction of the friction force (FR). The only way that we can let the cog
wheel tum is to apply an external force through the worm wheel. Because if we apply more
force through the cog wheel (axial force (Fa) increases) the friction force (FR) will increase
more than the tangential force (F1I)' So in this case the worm gear is self-locking. Notice that
in this case the lead angle (y.J is smaller than the friction angle (p').

So we can conclude that if Ym < p', the worm wheel is self-locking.
If Ym 2 p', the worm wheel is not self-locking.

3.5 Dynamic handling of the worm wheel

In the preceding consideration the turning speed of the worm gear was assumed constant. But
if we want to compare the real system with the simulation of the modeled system while the
system is in normal operation, the turning speed of the worm gear is changing due to hoisting
and lowering the load. Therefore it is necessary to make a dynamic model.
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Chapter 3 Modeling the worm gear

From the preceding section we learned that:
• the worm wheel behave like a normal cogwheel transmission if and only if the worm

wheel is not self-locking.
• The worm wheel becomes only self-locking when "fm is smaller than p'.
• p' depends among other things like the friction between the surface of the tooth and the

worm wheel on the input torque and the current rotation speed of the worm wheel.

To begin with the last point. If we want to calculate p', we need the input torque and the
rotation speed of the worm wheel. We can calculate the rotation speed of the worm wheel
from the change in the cable length. The relation between these two quantities is not one to
one, but is given by a constant transmission ratio. Because we still have to determine with
some experiments at which speed the worm wheel becomes self-locking, we do not need this
constant term. It does not matter if we determine a value for the minimum rotation speed or
for a minimum of the derivative of the cable length. The only problem now is how we can
calculate the threshold above which the rotation speed of the worm wheel is big enough to let
the worm wheel turn. Because if the rotation speed is zero the force applied to the system is
also zero no matter what input force you apply. So the worm wheel will never turn. This is
solved by calculating the rotation speed of the worm wheel from a system where no worm
wheel is present parallel to the system where the worm wheel is present. So the first system is
used to compute the rotation speed and dependent on that value the actual system is
calculated.
We can derive the input torque by multiplication of the hoisting force (Fh) with the effective
radius of the shaft for the cable (ry).

With a combination of these two quantities you can distinguish six different situations

· .
1. (Tmotor < 0; L > L min) The input force is negative (you want the load to go Up) and the

rotation speed of the worm wheel is larger than the minimal rotation speed then the
following equation is valid "fm ~ p' and the worm wheel is not self-locking, so the load
moves in the vertical plane (y-direction actual y').· .

2. (Tmotor < 0; L < L min) The input force is negative (you want the load to go up) and the
rotation speed of the worm wheel is smaller than the minimal rotation speed then the
following equation is valid "fm < p' and the worm wheel is self-locking, so the load does
not move in the vertical plane (y-direction actual y').· .

3. (Tmalar> 0; L > L min) The input force is positive (you want the load to go down) and the
rotation speed of the worm wheel is larger than the minimal rotation speed then the
following equation is valid "fm ~ p' and the worm wheel is not self-locking, so the load
moves in the vertical plane (y-direction actual y').· .

4. (Tmotor < 0; L < L min) The input force is positive (you want the load to go down) and the
rotation speed of the worm wheel is smaller than the minimal rotation speed then the
following equation is valid "fm < p' and the worm wheel is self-locking, so the load does
not move in the vertical plane (y-direction actual y').· .

5. (Tmotor =0; L > Lmin) The input force is zero (you want the load to stop) and the rotation
speed of the worm wheel is larger than the minimal rotation speed then the following
equation is valid "fm ~ p' and the worm wheel is not self-locking, so the load moves in the
vertical plane (y-direction actual y').· .

6. (Tmotor =0; L < Lmin) The input force is zero (you want the load to stop) and the rotation
speed of the worm wheel is smaller than the minimal rotation speed then the following
equation is valid "fm < p' and the worm wheel is self-locking, so the load does not move in
the vertical plane (y-direction actual y').
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We see that in situation five a dangerous situation can occur. Suppose that the worm wheel is. .
turning with a certain speed (L > Lmin). When the input torque becomes zero we want the
load to stop. But if the load is too heavy the rotation speed will not decrease but instead the
rotation speed increases. So the load is accelerating and will sink with an increasing speed.
This is the reason that in all the books on this subject the authors warn the engineer to always
use also a mechanical brake. In our case it turns out that the weight of the load and because of
that the gravity force is not great enough to let the load accelerate when no input torque is
applied. So we do not need a mechanical brake.

In figure 3-6 it is shown how all these considerations are implemented in simulink. We see
that the box 'worm wheel' has two inputs and three outputs. The inputs are the torque of the
motor (derived from the input force) and the derivative of the cable length (rotation speed of
the worm wheel). The three outputs are from top to bottom, the force Fh, a Boolean hoist and
a Boolean real_hoist. The force Fh is connected with the input of the system, in this case the
linear system of the hoist part of the overhead crane (Sum box). We leave the linear system at..
the box J/ML at that point we have calculated L. This line goes to two resetable integrators.
These are integrators that dependently on the second input integrate the first input or set the
ouput to input three. Is the second input zero than the first input is integrated like a normal
integrator, is the second input not zero, than the output is set directly to the third input. The
upper integrator calculate the turning speed of the worm wheel as there was no worm wheel
present in the system. The second one calculates the change in the derivative of the cable
length that is used by another integrator to calculate the cable length (L). Output two and
three of the worm wheel box (real, real_hoist) control the resetable integrators. So these
signals are Booleans.

.------------<:,--Kj+------,

DI

+ 1/MI

Sum

const

figure 3-6(a) Simulink plan for the worm gear

Mux

Mux
hoisUeal

figure 3-6(b) Simulink plan for the block worm wheel used infigure 3-6(a)
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The program in the matlab box worm wheel is shown below.

function[out]=worm_id(in)

Tmotor = in(l);
T = in (1) ;

L_dot = in(2);

mass = 19.2;
min_L_dot = 0.18;
run = 0;
stop = 1;

% effective mass of the load
% minimum speed at which the worm wheel can turn
% move the load
% stop the moving of the load

hoist = run;
hoist real = run;
Fh=16'Tj 0.038;

% init: let the load move as well as in the
% situation with and without the worm wheel
% apply this force to the load

% if the torque applied by the motor is
% possitive
% then let the load sink (L increase)
% but if the speed is not great enough
% then do not lower the load, but still
% calculate the rotation speed

torque applied by the motor is negative
% then let the load rise (L decrease)
% but if the speed is not great enough
% then do not rise the load, but
% still calculate the rotation speed

%
% if the torque applied to the motor is zero

then let the load move until
the speed is smaller then the minimum value

then stop the motion of the load
also stop the calculation of the rotation
speed, because if Fh = 0 than L = constant

Fh = 16·T/0.038+mass*9.8l;
if L_dot < min_L_dot

hoist real = stop;
end

end
if Tmotor==O

Fh = mass*9. 81;
if abs(L_dot)<min_L_dot %

hoist_real = stop; %
hoist = stop; %

end %
end

if Tmotor<O % if the
Fh = 16·T/ 0.038+1.04073*mass*9.8l;
if L_dot > -min_L_dot

hoist_real = stop;
end

end
if Tmotor>O

out = [Fh,hoist,hoist_real];

To explain the program lines in more detail, it is necessary to know the values of some real
parameters of the real process. These parameters will be further explained in chapter 4,
modeling the system, where in section 4.6.1, Determination of the effective mass and
damping for the hoisting part some simulations and real measurements will be presented.

The mass of the load is not the real mass you can measure with a balance (this is 0.521 kg)
but is adjusted so the simulated value of the length of the cable is the same as the value that
we can measure from the real system. The words 'the same' are used here in the meaning that
the error in the vertical plane (y-direction) at the same point in time is as small as possible. In
the same way the minimum value of the derivative of the length of the cable is found. The
constant 16 that appears in the calculation of the output force Fh stems from the transmission
relation of the worm wheel which is one to sixteen. The constant 0.038 correspond with the
effective radius of the shaft of the cable which is 3.8 centimeters. At last we see a difference
in the calculation of the output force Fh, if the load is going up or down. This constant,
1.04073 effectuates the different static friction if the load is going up or down.
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4. MODELING THE SYSTEM

Modeling the system

In this chapter we try to give a model of the whole system. This includes the model of the
overhead crane, the worm wheel and the actuators and sensors. There are two different
approaches followed, one that is used by the H~-control technique and one for the classic
control technique with non-linear feedback. The chapter concludes with an enumeration of
the values of the effective masses and effective damping terms.

4.1 Introduction

Now we have obtained some insides in the system of the overhead crane and the peripheral
systems, we have to combine these ideas to make a model that describe the whole system.
This has to be implemented to calculate a controller and to compare the results with
simulations. In this chapter we will see two approaches, this because it turned out that the
first approach was not working properly. The first approach is nevertheless not useless, since
it probably can be used in a configuration with Ii-analysis/synthesis. The second approach is
a implementation of the ideas proposed in [OON94].

4.2 First approach (H~- control, linearised model)

In the preceding chapter a non-linear simulation model was derived for a worm wheel
transmission. Proper linearisation of this model is not possible, so in this first approach the
worm wheel effect is ignored in the nominal model of the total system. The worm wheel
effect can be included later in the H~-controller design by proper choice of the weighting
filters. Therefor it is necessary to change the nominal model of the overhead crane a little so
we can give the model some correction for the worm wheel. There are also extra inputs
present so we can correct the model for errors made by linearisation and change in eigen
frequency because of changing cable length.

4.2.1 Correction for errors made by linearisation

Roughly there are two ways that the linearisation gets wrong, which have the same origin,
namely the change of cable length. One ensues from the fact that when the cable length
changes, the sway frequency also changes. In the linear model the cable length is constant, so
there is not reckoned with the changing sway frequency. Another problem is the result of the
calculation of the x-position of the load. It matters a lot if the cable length is one meter or
twenty centimeters for this calculation.

4.2.1.1 Correction for change in the eigen frequency

When the trolley moves from one point to another the load will swing with a certain
frequency. This frequency is called the eigen frequency of the system and depends on the
gravity constant and the length of the cable by the following equation.
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feigen = ~H
.f.'igen eigenfrequency of the system [Hz]
g gravity constant (= 9.8 ml,.2 )
L length ~fcable [m]

Chapter 4

The main problem for the controller is to oppress this eigen frequency. Because of the
hoisting and lowering the load the cable length will continuously change and with that the
eigen frequency. This results in a change in the frequency of the angle between the normal of
the trolley and the cable (8). With the linearisation of the non-linear equations we assume
that the cable length is a constant value (l meter), so the controller, calculated with the linear
equations, reacts on the situation that the load remains fixed on one meter below the fulcrum
of the trolley. Whereas in the real situation the load and also the eigen frequency is on a
different spot.
In formulas you can recognize this problem as follows:

deeL

illL

If we now linearise this equation with Xt =~Xt, 8 =~8, L =1.0 + ~L,L =~L,

Sin8 =8 =~8, Cos8 =1, ~x~y =0 and ~x~y =0 (the last two terms do not apply for

~L) we get the linear equation listed below.

00 I [ 0 ]

~e Lo = illt - gillt~e - Ft - ~8Fh + ~Xt dt

[
deie 00 J- ~L --+~e

lTIL

de~eLo

illL
+

The difference between this equation and the linear equation derived in section 2.4, Deriving

[

0 ~de~8 00

a linear model for the overhead crane is the last term namely: - ~L ~ + ~e .Let us

call this Ce. This part of the equation can not be modeled linearly, nevertheless you can
interpret this term as a distortion on the acceleration state of the angle between the normal of
the trolley and the cable. This distortion term can be computed and this is equivalent to a
measurement so that it can be appended to the controller. This will be done in the H~-design.

4.2.1.2 Correction for change in load position

Another correction has to be made due to the linearisation of the position of the load. From
the measured parameters of the process, which are Xl> 8 and L, we can calculate the matching
load coordinates (XL, YL) with:
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XL = Xl + L Sin e
yL = -L Cos e

Modeling the system

If we are going to linearise this equation with Xt=~Xh Sin8=8, Cos8= I and L=Lo+~L we get:

~XL ~Xt + (Lo + &) ~e = ~Xl + Lo~e + ~L~e

~YL - (Lo + ~L)

The last term of the x-coordinate of the load is a non-linear term, because of the
multiplication of two parameters and there for it is neglected with the linearisation. To reckon
this part of the equation, &~8 is seen as a distortion called CxL.

4.2.2 Used state space description for overhead crane

The insight discussed in this section will somehow affect the model of the overhead crane as
derived in chapter 2, modeling the overhead crane. So below the new state space description
will be given as used to design and calculate the controller.

x = Ax + Bu with u = [CXL Cli ~Ft ~Fhr and ~ = [~X ~x ~e ie ~L iLT

Y = C~ + Dg with y = [~Ll = [Xl + ~ Sin elline~tion [~X :~o~e l

yLJ L Cos e J Lo + ~e J
With A, B, C and D the following matrices:

0 1 0 0 0 0
dt g ( mL)0 a22 an 0 0 0 a22 = a43 = -- 1 +-
mt Lo mt

0 0 0 1 0 0 mLg de
A = with an = a44 =

0 a42 a43 a44 0 0 mt mL

0 0 0 0 0 1
dl dL

a42 = a66 =

0 0 0 0 0
mtLo mL

a66

0 0 0 0 b23 =
mt

0 0 b23 0 1
b42 =

0 0 0 0 Lo
B = with 1

0 b42 b43 0 b43 =
mtLo

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 b64 b64 =
mL

[~
0 Lo 0 0

~l [~
0 0

~]C = 0 1 0 0 D = 0 0

0 0 0 I 0 0
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4.3 Second approach (Linearisation by non-linear feedback)

Chapter 4

The main objective is to control the coordinates of the load. The problem is that these
quantities cannot be measured directly, instead we measure the position of the trolley, the
length of the cable and the angle between the normal and the cable. In the previous approach
we derived a model for this system and linearised it. Afterwards the position of the load is
computed from the outputs of the linear system. But what will happen if the position of the
load is calculated by means of the non-linear equations that give the relation between the
position of the load and the three output variables of the non-linear system. In this way we
calculate the forces directly on the load and not first the forces on the trolley. If we consider
these forces as vectors we can look at the vectorsum of FXL and FyL • If the amplitude of this
vectorsum can be controlled with Fh and the direction of the vectorsum with F[ then the
desired forces FXL and FyL can be realized. What is left are two simple second order systems
namely:

and

FXL = IT1L XL mL J1x

FYL = mL yL = IT1L J1y
The signals ~x and ~y can be interpreted as 'needed' accelerations for the load to make the
difference between the desired track and the followed track as small as possible. These
signals can be derived from the forces on the trolley, the hoisting force and the angle between
the normal of the trolley and the cable. For the derivation we begin with the second derivative
of the position of the load (acceleration of the load).

.2

XL Xl + L Sin 8 + 2 L8 Sin 8 + L8 Cos 8 - L8 Sin 8

Substitution of Xl, Land 8 gIves:

for the x-direction, and

.. .2

yL - L Cos8 + 2L8 Sin 8 + L8 Sin 8 + L8 Cos 8

with substitution of Xl, Land 8 this becomes:

.. I [( .) . ]yL = ~ Fh + dLL Cos 8 - deL8 Sin 8 - FgL

for the y-direction.
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Now we have the description of the acceleration in the x and y coordinates of the load, the
force that is necessary to get this acceleration can be computed as follow:

-FXL = -ffiLXL = (Fh + dLL)Sin e + deLe Cos e = -illLflx

What attracts attention is that the forces FXL and FyL are perpendicular to each other. This is
the basic idea of the non-linear feedback (see figure 4-1).

y

L
(0,0)

Fh

Fgl

FxL

figure 4-1 The overhead crane with F'L and FrL

If we take the square of the last part of FXL and FyL,add the two formulas, taking the square
root and solve it for Fh we get:

(4.1)

The subscript d stands for 'desired'. From the last part of FXL and FyL we can also eliminate
the equations for the sinus and cosines.

Sin e

Cos e

,u{Fhd + dLL) + deLe(,uy + g)
- ffiL 2 0

(Fhd + dLL) + (deLeJ

(,uy + g)(Fhd + dLL) - deLe f1x
ffiL 2 2

(Fhd + dL L) + (deLe)
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If these two equations are divided and the arctangent is taken, we get the equation for the
desired angle between the normal and the cable (ad)

(4.2)

Finally the desired force for the trolley has to be calculated. For this equation we can make
use of the second derivative of the angle between the normal and the cable.

e = ~L [- gmt Sine - [Ft + Fh Sine -;t dt + dL LSine]cose -2mt Le] +

doeL ~
=/10

ffiL

Now we have to solve this for F t and we get:

{
..

• mtL 2Le
Xtdt - gmt Tan e - Fh Sin e - -- -

Cos e L
doe }+ + /10 +
ffiL (4.3)

- dLL Sin e

What we now have are two nested non-linear feedback systems. The first feedback (4.2) is
used to linearise the non-linear equation of the acceleration of the angle between the normal
and the cable. The second feedback, is as it were two feedback subsystems, one for the
linearisation of the x-coordinate of the load and one for the linearisation of the y-coordinate.
You can see how the various boxes have to cooperate in figure 4-2.

XLllll J.1x a llll J.1.
YLllll J.1 Y

(~~)
trans- X trolley r-(:)formation
(4.1) lJ8Dd position

tr1ma- (4.3)
formation
(4.2)

x
x

. ............................................... __ .

figure 4-2 Block scheme of the feedback system

The crucial point in this method is the control of the angle. The better the real angle follows
the desired angle the better the linearisation and so the better the load follows the desired
track.

In section 5.3, The second approach (the PID-controller) a suitable controller according to
this technique is calculated and the results of the simulations you can find in section 6.3,
Results of the classic PID-controller.
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4.4 Actuators

Modeling the system

There are two actuators present in the system. One to move the trolley and so the load in the
horizontal plane, and one for moving the load in the vertical plane. Both actuators are
realized with a direct current motor. In general for dc-motors apply that the torque provides
by the motor axis is proportional with the current through the motor.

ITaxis = KmotoT II
Tax;" torque at the axis of the motor INm]
K"",w motor constant (= 4.375.10-2

Nm/A )

1 current through the motor IA]

This means that the force provided by the motor is easy to control if we can control the
current through the motor. Because the force is coupled to the torque through the following
equation:

IT Frl
T torque applied by the motor INm]
F force supplied by the motor IN]
r radius of the effective axis of the move motor, shaft for the cable (=6.4 mm, 3.8 cm ) 1m]

So we have to drive the motor with a current. The problem is that the digital analog converter
of the control computer has a voltage as output. Therefor there is a current driven voltage
source present in the scale model. This electrical circuit makes that the voltage from the
digital analog converter of the control computer is linearly translated into a current to the
motor (see appendix 5, changes in hardware actuator). The relation between input and
output of the circuit is 0.3. So finally you get the following equation:

FrnotoT =
0.3 Kmotor
----Vin

r
Fmo'or force for the movement ofthe trolley IN]
K",o"" motor constant (= 4.375.10-2

Nm/A )

r radius of the effective axis of the move motor, shaft for the cable (=6.4 mm, 3.8 cm ) 1m]
V;" input voltage be derived from the controller IV]

4.5 Sensors

If we want to control a system we need values of the outputs of that system. In this case the
three outputs we can measure are: the position of the trolley (xt), the angle of the cable
between the normal of the trolley and the cable (0) and the length of the cable (L). For these
three outputs there are three sensors. Because we want to control the system with the
computer, the sensors have to be scaled such that the analog digital converter (AID converter)
is well used. This means that the signals at the input of the AID converter have a value
between plus and minus ten volt.

4.5.1 Position sensor

The position of the trolley is measured with a potentiometer which is located on the outside
of the frame of the overhead crane. The turning wheel of the resistor is connected with the
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string that drive the trolley. So when the trolley moves from one point to another the value of
the resistor is changed. By measuring the value of the resistor we can calculate the position of
the trolley. This calculation can be done in the simulink implementation of the controller and
include a transformation from the voltage of the resistor to the distance of the trolley to the
reference point (xt=O) in meters. The formula can be derived from the following data. The
value of the voltage at the beginning of the track is -6.21 volt. At the end of the track it is
4.50 volt. This correspond to a distance of 1.20 meters. So one volt is 0.112 meter. Because
we have defined the origin of our coordinate system at the left upper comer of the frame of
the overhead crane, we have to shift the zero position of the trolley. This is done with
subtraction of a constant. So we end up in the following equation:

1.2
Xt -- Vx + 0.6958

10.71
X, distance of the trolley from the origin [m]
Vx voltage from the position sensor [V]; range = [-10 Volt ... 10 Volt]

As we can see this is a linear equation from voltage to meters. The non-linearity of the
potentiometer (± 0.25%) is interpreted as measurement noise. In meters this is about 0.7
centimeters or 60 millivolt. The real measurement noise is 20 millivolt, so the total
measurement noise becomes maximal 80 millivolt. Pay attention that in this approach we do
not reckon with the quantisation noise of the analog to digital converter.

4.5.2 Cable length sensor

The sensor for the cable length is also a potentiometer. This resistor is placed on the trolley
and is connected with the cog wheel of the worm gear. In this case we have to make a
translation from the output of the AID converter to the input of the controller. This is done
the same way as with the sensor of the position of the trolley, only the values are different.
When the load is at his highest point (the cable length is now at his shortest) the voltage of
the resistor is -4.51 volt. The load now hangs 0.26 meters below the reference (YI=O). If the
load is on his lowest position (L=1.33 meter) the voltage of the resistor is 3.96 volt. This
gives the following equation:

1.33 - 0.26 ( ) I
VL + 4.51 + 0.26

8.47
length of the cable [m]
voltage from the cable length sensor [V]; range = [-10 Volt ... 10 Volt]

Also in this case we have to make an adjustment for the origin of the coordinate system. The
measurement noise is the same as with the sensor of the position of the trolley.

4.5.3 Angle sensor

The only sensor in this system that is not carried out with a potentiometer is the angle sensor.
This sensor measures the angle between the normal of the trolley and the cable through
inductive coupling of two coils. This is done so little damping is introduced in the system.
The normal of one coil coincide with the imaginary vertical normal of the trolley. This is a
fixed coil and is used to induce a homogenous electric field. The second coil moves with the
changing angle of the cable in this electric field. When the angle is zero the axes are
perpendicular to each other. If the angle changes due to swing of the load, the inductive
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coupling also changes and with that the output of the electric circuit which convert the
changing electric coupling in a changing voltage. For more information see [LAM98].
Because the coils in that report do not match with the coils in the system, the calibration of
the system had to be done again. The new values for the formula which convert the voltage of
the electric circuit to an angle in radians becomes:

e 21t"16
(-0.012 Vo 2 + 0.9931 Vo + 0.0057) *

1680.73
angle between the normal of the trolley and the cable [radians]
voltage from the angle sensor [V]; range == [-10 Volt ... 10 Volt]

The error that is introduced by fitting the measured values to a mathematical sinus is
interpreted as measurement noise (about 2.6.10-3 radians). More information about the sensor
noise in the angle sensor you can find in section 5.2.2, The pre - and weighting filters (the
noise filters).

4.6 Effective mass and effective damping

The present friction in the system is modeled as an effective mass (capital M) and damping
term (small d). This means that the value of the mass is not the mass that is measured on a
balance, but that it is adjusted to make the simulation results the same as the real measured
ones. How this is done you can read in [LAM98]. Because that report only handles the one
dimensional part (the cable length is fixed) the effective mass (Md and the damping term for
the change in cable length (dL) has to be determined yet. The effective mass (M t) and the
damping term for the movement of the trolley (d t) is changed because of a change in the
hardware on the scale model, see appendix 5, changes in hardware actuator. The damping
term for the sway of the load is copied. The values of the diverse damping terms are given in
table 4-1. In this table are also recorded the values of the effective radius of the transmission
of the trolley (r,) and the radius of the shaft of the hoist equipment (ry)

So the difference between upper case M and lower case m is that by capital M the effective
mass is meant and by lower case m, the real mass measured with a balance. So everywhere in
the linear model derived in this chapter where ml stands, has to be changed in MI' The
situation for the mass of the load is a little bit complicated. Because the systems for moving
the load in the x- and y-direction are, in the linear case completely de-coupled, we distinguish
two situations. The first is the moving in the x-direction. At this situation the mass of the load
is the same as the mass you can measure with a balance, so mL' At the moving in the y
direction (situation two), the mass had to be adjusted to fit the simulations, see next section.
So at this situation mL becomes ML.

4.6.1 Determination of the effective mass and damping for the hoisting part

In section 3.5, Dynamic handling of the worm wheel there is a simulink model that simulates
the change in the cable length. It concerns here a linear model, because we calculate the
controller also with a linear model. If the scale model (real system) is applied with the same
input force as the simulink plan the output has to be the same. We can adjust the simulated
value of the cable length with a set of three variables, namely dL, ML and min_L_dot. In the
figure below we see that the difference between the real value of L and the simulated value
on one point in time is maximal one and a half centimeter (see figure 4-2). Notice that the
error is scaled with a factor ten. If another input force is applied to both systems, we have to
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adjust the effective mass of the load and the damping term a little. In table 4-] we see a mean
value of the effective mass and the damping term. The values of the damping term are in the
interval from 43.5 to 57.9 k

g
m

A

2/s and for the effective mass in the interval from 16.5 to 20 kg.
In the figure below is the dotted line the real measured values of the length of the cable, the
thin line are the simulated values and the dashed line is 10 times the error between those two.
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figure 4-3 Plots ofhoist simulations. Measured values (dotted line).
simulated values (thin line), 10 times the error (dashed Lille)

~al process minimum value maximum value

eff. mass trolley (Mt) 5.833 kg 5.5 kg 7.25 kg
eff. mass load (ML) 19.2 kg 16.5 kg 20 kg

real mass load (mL) 0.521 kg - -
damping trolley (dt) 5.125 k

g
/ s 4.5 k

g
/ s 5.8 k

g
/ s

damping hoist (dL) 45.6 k
g

/ s 43.5 k
g

/ s 57.9 k
g
/ s

damping sway (de) 0.0033 k
g
/ s - -

radius axis move (rx) 6.4 mm - -
radius axis hoist (rv) 3.8 cm - -

cable length (L) 1m 0.2m 1.4 m

table 4-1 Values ofdamping terms and effective masses

At the determination of the effective masses and damping terms is reckoned with the static
friction in the system. In the simulations is there for compensated. The mean static friction of
the trolley is 5.36 Newton with a variance of 0.56 Newton. The mean static friction of the
hoist equipment is 0.97 Newton with a variance of 0.16 Newton.
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5. CONTROLLER DESIGN

Controller design

In this chapter the design of the controller is explained. There are followed two different
approaches. The first technique that is used is the H~-control technique, that means that
several filters have to be designed to specify inputs and outputs of the system. In the second
design we made use ofa PID-controller in combination with non-linear feedback. Also it
comes into sight why we stopped with further study for the first approach.

5.1 Introduction

The H~-control technique belongs to a class of controllers that are called robust controllers.
These are controllers that next to good performance reckon with process uncertainties. One
can as it were trade off performance and robustness, as can be seen in figure 5-1.

performance

class of
AP

Better than

-7"'~:::::::===i._p~._===::W1;·:th=out ~ontroller

/ AP Worse that
without controller

figure 5-1 Robust performance

The reader is assumed to have a certain knowledge of the theory. A brief introduction is
given below.

The H~-control technique minimizes transfer functions from the input of a process to the
output. The process in this case stand for a linear model of the system and the pre- and
weighting filters that describe, in the frequency domain, inputs and outputs of that system.
With the 'input' pre filters you can characterize the input signals. With the 'output' weighting
filters you can penalize the outputs as a functions of frequency. This is explained in section
5.2.2, The pre - and weighting filters. The controller will take along this 'extra' information.
The process has to be put in a certain standard configuration called the augmented plant. This
is a schematic perception of the pre filters, extended plant and weighting filters. In this
augmented plant we can make a distinction between two types of inputs and outputs.
• Exogenous inputs W: These normalized inputs represent the disturbances acting on the

system and the measurement noise. It includes also the reference signal.
• Control inputs U: These inputs are the tools with which the controller can minimize the

dependence of the outputs on the disturbances. These inputs are not normalized.
• System outputs Z: These are the normalized outputs of the system, whose dependence on

the exogenous input W we want to minimize.
• Measurement outputs Y: These are the measurements on the system that give insight into

the behavior of the system. Only a limited impression can be obtained due to the fact that
only a few physical signals are measurable. These outputs are not minimized.
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figure 5-2 The general H~-colltrol scheme

Now we can describe the transfer function from the inputs Wand U to the outputs Z and Y as
follows:

[y~] = [GII(S) GI2(S)][W]
G21(S) G22(S) lJ

If we eliminate U and Y we get the following feedback system

~ = M(K) . W
t. I

with M(K) = Gil + GI2K(I - G22Kr G21

When the controller is calculated the maximum of the transfer functions from W to Z is
minimized. In other words the optimal controller is a controller that minimizes the maximum
singular value for all frequencies of the closed loop, since the maximum transfer from W to Z
can never be larger than the maximum singular value of this closed loop.

A more detailed explanation of the H~-control technique can be found in [DAM96]

5.2 The first approach (the H~·controller)

In this first approach we try to design a H~-controller in the usual way. So we have to obtain
a linear model of the total system, this is done in section 4.2, First approach (H~-control,

linearised model). Next we have to design the 'input' pre filters and the 'output' weighting
filters to specify the inputs and the process uncertainties. Finally we calculate the controller.
But before this, the process has to be put in a certain standard configuration called the
augmented plant.

5.2.1 The augmented plant

The augmented plan has been built up from the linear process, called the plant (block P in
figure 5-3). The total of the plant and all the interconnections between the plant and the
filters is called the extended plant. When we add the pre - and weighting filters to the
extended plant, we obtain the augmented plant. This is shown in figure 5-3.
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c

figure 5-3 The augmented plant

Controller design

z

The noise from the sensors can be specified in the V11 filters. 11x for the noise in the position
of the trolley, 11e for the noise in the angle sensor and 11y for the noise in the sensor that
measures the length of the cable. The Vd filters are for modeling the disturbances on the
various outputs, the subscripts behind the 'd' indicate which variable is meant. The correction
as a result of the linearisation, see section 4.2.1.1,

Correction for change in the eigen frequency and section 4.2.1.2, Correction for change in
load position can be put in the Vc filters. The VCxfilter contain information about the error

due to linearisation of L Cos e, while VCe tries to compensate the error in e due to changing
cable length. The knowledge which reference signal we can expect, can be found in the Vr
filters. The implementation of these filters will be explained in the next section.
The 'output' weighting filters gives the designer a instrument to penalize certain frequencies
in the error and the actuator signals. Besides this function, these filters play, together with the
filters for the disturbances (Vd) an important role in the definition of the process
uncertainties.

Now the physical structure of the process is known, we can calculate the various transfer
functions between the inputs (W) and the outputs (Z) of the system.
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~ = M(K) W <=>
e8 d8

= weighting filter· Me(K) . pre filter
e~ ~

Cx

C8

fy

with Me(K) stated below

- TCXI.(>1. - Te,(,1. - Te)1-(XL SeXL(XL - TC'(XL - Te)1-(XL PCX(XL + TCX(XL PC8(XL + TC8(XI. TeXL(XI. Te)1-(XL

TeXL(XI. Te,(,1. Te)1.(xL - SeXL(XL TC'(XL TC)1.(XL - PCX(XL + Tcx(xi. - PC8(XL + TC8(XL SCXL('L - Te)1-(XL

Texl.(8 Te'(8 TCYL(8 TCXL(' - Sc,(, T cyL(' - PCx(8 + TCx(8 - PC8(8 + TC8(8 - T CXL(8 - TeYL('

TCXL(YL Te'()1- TC)1.()1. TC'L()1- TC'()1- - SCYL()1. - PCx()1- + TCx()1. - PC8()1. + TC8()1- - TCXL()" Se)1-()1-

- Rcxl.(F< -Re'(F< - Re)1-(F< - RCXL(F< - Rc,(F< - Rc)"(F< RC,(F, - CPCx(F< RC8(F' - CPC8(F< RCXL(F, Rc)"(F<

- Rexl.(Fh - Rc,(Fh - RC)1-(Fh - RCXL(Fh - Rc,(Fh - RC)1-(Fh RCx(Fh - CPCX(Fh RC8(Fh - CPC8(Fh RexL(Fh Rc)"(Fh

with Sa(fJ = (I + (PK)a --. fJr'

Ta(fJ = (PK)a --. fJ(1 + (PK)a --. fJr'

Ra(fJ = Ka --. fJ(1 + (PK)a --. fJr'
Pa(fJ = Pa --. fJ

as the sensitivity

as the complementary sensitivity

as the control sensitivity

as the process

The sensitivity maps the reference signal to the (real) tracking error and the disturbance to the
(real) output, so the sensitivity determines the tracking and the disturbance rejection.
The complementary sensitivity maps the reference signal to the (real) output and the sensor
noise also to the (real) output, so the complementary sensitivity is determinative for the
sensor noise sensitivity.
The control sensitivity maps the reference signal, the disturbance and the measurement noise
to the control input, so the control sensitivity guards the actuator saturation.

When finally an optimal controller is calculated, the transfer function from any input to any
output has for all frequencies a magnitude at most equal to a certain y.

So Ilwi. Meij(K) .Vit ~ IIM(K)t ~ y:::: I. Yis the maximum singular value,

considering all frequencies.

5.2.2 The pre - and weighting filters

In this section one by one the various 'input' pre filters and 'output' weighting filters will be
highlighted. Where possible an explanation will be given how the filter has been designed.

• The reference filter (Vrx and Vry)
These filters describe, in the frequency domain the shape of the expected input signal.
Because we want to control the position of the load but steer a force, the input signals, which
are position reference signals, have to be twice continuously differentiable. A known solution
is to integrate twice a step function, then we get a signal pictured in figure 5-4. If we do not
hold ourselves to this and put for example a step on the reference signal, the steering force
will become a delta pulse, which is not realizable.
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figure 5-4 The reference signal

On this point we have to make an estimation on how quick the load can go from one side of
the track to the other. If we steer the trolley with full speed it takes about 2.5 seconds to reach
the other side. The trolley is not properly slowed down, but the kinetic energy is absorbed in
the mechanic brake. So with slowing down the trolley it takes about 3 seconds to reach the
other end of the track. The track is 1.5 meter (= 3.5 dB) long from side to side. You see that
the reference signal covers this exactly.
To implemented the reference filter we need to determine the Fourier transform of this signal.
Here for we reflect the reference signal (figure 5-4) in the horizontal line y=0.75 (trolley from
left to right instead of from right to left) and then reflect it again in the vertical line x=O.
For the spectrum of this signal (f(t)) holds:

F(jro) = ff(t)e-j£tJldt 1.5 Sin(2ro) - S;~;(O) + Sinro

In the figure below you can see that the amplitude spectrum does not contain significant
components above 4 radianS/sec (= 0.64 Hz.).
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0.4 .

0.2 .
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Frequency (rad/sec)

figure 5-5 The amplitude spectrum of the reference signal

So the transfer function for the reference signals becomes

Vrx = Vry
1.5· 10-4

S + 1.5

0.25 s + 1

6.10-4
S + 6

s + 4
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figure 5-6 The reference filter
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For the reference signal for the y-position of the load, we have to do the same. The values of
the various quantities for this subsystem do not vary a lot, so the same filter can be used.

• The noise filters (Vrlx, V11e and V11 y)

There are three sensors present in the system, so we have to take into account three noise
sources, one for the position of the trolley, one for the cable angle and one for the cable
length.
As said in section 4.5,

Sensors the cable length and the position of the trolley are measured with a potentiometer.
The non-linearity of the potentiometers are ± 0.25% (given by the manufactories). This is
about 0.7 centimeters. If we take a scope and look on the outside of the potentiometer we see
a noise signal from 20 millivolt, about 0.25 centimeters. The total noise for the position and
cable length measurement becomes 1 centimeter (= -40 dB). All the frequencies are present
because the noise you measure with the scope is white (has all frequencies in it).
The given values are the values for the noise signals for the position of the trolley and the
length of the cable, but if we look at the augmented plant we see that the noise is added at the
x- and y-position of the load. The derivation below shows that the noise of the position of the
trolley is almost the same as the noise for the x-position of the load.

(xL+11xl.) = (Xt+11 ..) + (L+11L) Sin(8 + 118)

XL+11n = Xt+11x, + (L+11L){Sin8 Cos118 + Cos8 Sin118}

Cos 118 :: 1 and Sin118 :: 0 (because 118 is small compaired to 11)

XL + 11xl. = Xl + 11x, + LSin8 + 11LSin8

make a distinction between noise and signal

{
XL = Xl + LSin8

11 XL = 11.. + 11LSin8

Because we can also apply that 8 is small, Sin8 :: 8 is valid.

So 11 xl. = 11..

For the y-position applies the complementary.

{
YL = yL + L cose

T1YL = T1L COSe
Because we can also apply that eis small, cose :: 1 is valid.

So T1yl. = T1L
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So the noise filters for the position sensors become

iD
~ -40 f------,----,-----,----,---'-----,----,----,----,-----,-----,---i

~

-40.5

figure 5-7 The noise filter for the position of the load

Controller design

For a description of the sensor that measures the angle between the normal of the trolley and
the cable see lit [LAM98]. Take into account that the coils in that report do not match with
the coils in the system. The measurement noise when the output of the sensor is connected to
a scope is about 2.27.10-3 radians (20 mY).
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figure 5-8 Difference between mathematical sinus and sway movement

Besides this error there is an error because the real sway movement does not correspond with
a mathematical sinus. Actually this is not measurement noise but a kind of process
uncertainty, but because this has just to do with the sensor, the disturbance is interpreted as
noise. This error can be determined like in lit [LAM98] and is in the new situation 0.3°
(=5.2.10-3 radians == -45 dB). In figure 5-8 you can see that there is a frequency of about 38
radianS/sec (= 6 Hz.) present. For higher frequencies the error is about 0.05° (=8.7.10-4 radians
== -61 dB). With this information the noise filter for the angle sensor becomes

VTJo
8.254· 10-4

S + 0.2063

s + 40
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figure 5-9 The noise filter for the angle

• The actuator filters (WUFI and WUFh)
The cut off frequency of the actuators has been determined with the following experiment.
The input of the motor is connected to a function generator. This function generator can
supply a block wave with a frequency that can be adjusted. The amplitude of the block wave
is big enough to let the trolley or the load move. There is chosen to do the experiment with a
block wave and not for example a sinus, to have no effect of the static friction of the system.
When the system is turned on, one has to find the frequency at which the trolley or load are
just moving. It turned out that the turnoff frequency for the x-direction of the movement
(trolley) was about 20 radianS!sec (= 3 Hz.). And for the movement in the y-direction (load) was
b 7 radians! ( 1 H )a out sec = Z..

The gain of the filter can only be determined after the controller has been calculated and the
simulations have been done. Because only then, we can see if the actuator signals do not
become too large so the actuator is not saturated. For the beginning of the controller design
we used actuator filters based on the following assumption. The maximal voltage for which
the actuator does not saturate, is 10 Volt, so the gain is 20 dB. We do not see these values
back in the final actuator filters, because they had to be adjusted to get a better controller.
The shape of the filters has to be high pass because we want to lay a higher penalty on the
high frequency, this because high frequencies applied to the actuator do not affect the system.
Keeping this in mind, we come to the following filter design.

WuFt WuFh
5· 10-3

S + 0.1

5.10-8 s + 1

1. 105
S + 2 . 106

S + 2.107
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• The disturbance filters (Vdx, Vde and Vdy)
Together with the actuator filters (Wup! and WUA1) the disturbance filters fonn a model for the
process uncertainties. This can be seen in figure 5-11.

4P

figure 5-11 Model ofan additive process uncertainty

We see that the process uncertainty (M» can be modeled through a combination of the filters
Wu, Vd and the block~. ~ signifies a fictive normalized uncertainty, which magnitude is
beneath '/r' If we want the closed loop to be stable, we have to satisfy the following stability
demand:

IIR· Vd' ~. Wull~ < 1 with R the control sensitivity.

1 1
We know that "dm: II~t < y (this because IIMt < y ) and we try to get yz 1.

Because ~p = Wu~Vd (see figure 5-11), we get

1 IWu~Vdl . 1 I I
l~pl = IWu~Vdl < IRf = Y ,fy"" 1 then IRf = Wu . Vd

If we can make an estimation for the process uncertainties (~P), we can design the
disturbance filters (VdWu). Later when the controller has been calculated, it can be checked
whether or not the process uncertainties stay below the inverse control sensitivity. In that
case our system is robust for those process variations. In other words we choose Vd and Wu

such that "dm: l~pl < IWu~Vdl

We assume that all the process uncertainties (~P) stem from parameter variation, error due to
linearisation and un-modeled dynamics. An estimation of the model errors can be made by
applying the same input force to the nominal process and the non-linear process with varying
parameters. Determine the spectrum of the difference between the outputs of these two
models and divide this by the spectrum of the input force. This is not done in this thesis.
To detennine the boundaries of the process uncertainties we will take the maximum singular
values of the nominal process as reference. The nominal process consists of the linear process
derived in chapter 4, modeling the system, with the values of the parameters given in table 4
1, values ofdamping terms and effective masses. If we now change the parameters in the
nominal process between the maximum and minimum values as given in table 4-1 and
subtract the maximum singular values of this process from the singular values of the nominal
process, we get an estimation of the process uncertainty. Below you see the maximum
singular value plots of the system. The thin line is the nominal process, the dashed one the
process uncertainties. An empty figure means that there is no transfer function between that
input and output. You can see the inputs below the figure, the outputs stands on the left.
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figure 5-12 Process uncertainties (dashed line) and
maximal singular value ofnominal process (thin line)
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Because we have already made an estimation of the actuator filters (Wu), we can use these
filters for the determination of the disturbance filters (Vd). Furthermore we assumed that 'Y
becomes ] when the controller is calculated. This means that the product of the actuator
filters and the disturbance filters has to be above the corresponding process uncertainty.

Let us take a closer look at the design of the disturbance filter for the y-position of the load
(Vdy). The product of WUAl and Vdy has to be above the dashed line of the right lower
subfigure of figure 5-12. Below you see a blow-up of this process uncertainty (dashed line),
the disturbance filter (dotted line), the actuator filter (bold line) and the product of these last
two (thin line)
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figure 5-13 Process uncertainty ofy-position of the load (dashed line),
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Vd" (dotted line), WUFh (bold line) and the product (thin line)

Controller design

Likewise the filter for the angle disturbance can be estimated. See figure 5-14.
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figure 5-14 Process uncertainty of the angle (dashed line),
Vd(j (dotted line), WUFt (bold line) and the product (thin line)

With the process uncertainties from the acceleration of the angle (Ce) to the cable angle (9)
and to the x-position of the load (XL) is dealt later, see at The correction filters.

The last disturbance filter that remains is the filter for the x-position of the load. If we take a
good look at the process uncertainty we see that it contains a single integrator for low
frequencies. This can not be caught well in the model as in figure 5-11, so we have to adjust
this model a little.

AP
: :
. .
: .. :

figure 5-15 Model for an output feedback multiplicative process uncertainty
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The idea is that the process uncertainties for the low frequencies ( < 0.1 radians/sec) will be
modeled with the combination of the filters Wx and Vdx, while the other frequencies will be
modeled with the WUFt and Vdx filters.

filterVdx

-50

iD
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-; -100
'iii
Cl

-150

-200

figure 5-16 Process uncertainty of the x-position of the load (dashed line),
Vd, (dotted line), WUFt (bold line) and the product (thin line)

The result of all the disturbance filters you can find in the enumeration below.

5,056.102 S2 + 0.03792 s + 2528
Vd, --

S3 + 24 s2 + 192 s + 512

3.10-8 S5 + 9 ·10,4 S4 + 9 S3 + 3.104 S2 + 3030 s + 3
Vd. --

S5 + 36 S4 + 489 S3 + 3070 S2 + 8700 s + 9000
2 ·10,9 S3 + 6 ·10'6 S2 + 0.006 s + 2

Vdy --
S3 + 6.01 S2 + 9.06 s + 0.09

• The error filters (WexL, Wee and WeyL)
With these filters we have an instrument to control the performance of the system. This is
done by giving the error signals certain penalties at certain frequencies. From this it already
becomes clear that we can say little about these filters in advance, because we do not know
how much we have to punish to get a good performance. So the implementation of these
filters are mostly based on trial and error. This means that a controller has to be calculated,
simulations has to be done and then looked if the performance has improved. The only thing
we can say in advance is that the shape of the filters correspond to a low pass filter. This
because to get a final error close to zero we have to punish the low frequencies.
An other remark can be made about the filter for the error on the angle (Wee). At first side
this filters looks redundant but if the load reaches its final position, you want the trolley to
stand still. Also it is important for good linearisation that the angle stays small.
After trying some different filters we came to the following values.
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WeXL
5 + 100

= 5 + 0.01
2.5 .10-3 52 + 0.55 + 0.125

Wee = 52 + 25+ 10
0.1 5 + 10

WeyL =
5 + 0.01
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figure 5-17 The weighting filters for the error signals,
Wex (thin line), Wee (dotted line) and We)' (dashed line)
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• The correction filters (VCX and Vce)
The filters for the correction of the x-position of the load and the correction on the second
derivative of the angle between the normal of the trolley and the cable are not designed like it
should. In the first designs of the controller the filters were very small (0.0001), so that they
had no influence on the controller. When those controllers were evaluated, it turned out that
with this technique the desired performance was not achieved, so we did not have to design
the filters any further. More explanation will be given in the next section.

5.2.3 The controller

When all the filters have been designed like in the previous section, we can implement those
filters in the MHC toolbox from Matlab. With this toolbox the augmented plant and the
filters can be defined. Then the toolbox will calculate an optimal controller, if possible. More
information about this toolbox can be found in [FAL94].

With the MHC toolbox we can make the transfer functions of the sensitivity (S),
complementary sensitivity (T) and the control sensitivity (R) visible. These transfer functions
give an indication on how the closed loop system perform. In fact the whole Me(K) matrix
can be made visible, but many transfer functions are small, because the transfer functions of
the process from that input to that output are small. So the most significant transfer functions
are given below. The place of the figures correspond with the following matrix. The dotted
lines are the inverse products of the accompanying pre and weighting filters, the thin lines are
the closed loop response of the M(K) matrix.
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figure 5-18 Plots of the sensitivity, complementary sensitivity and control sensitivity (r= 150)

We see that the bottleneck is in the first picture, the sensitivity from the error of the x
position to the x-position of the load. This means that controller is primarily calculated to let
the load follow the desired track of the x-position as good as possible.
Further we see on the second line the specific shape of the plots of the complementary
sensitivity (T). We can check that the sensitivity added to the complementary sensitivity
becomes one (S + T = I).
In the last line the plots of the control sensitivities are plotted. From these plots we can derive
whether or not the system is robust for the process uncertainties, given in figures 5-13, 5-14
and 5-16. For guaranteed robustness, the process uncertainty has to be underneath the plot of
the reversed control sensitivity (R1

). If we look at the angle plots (right bottom figure) we see
that there is no problem, so we can make the tracking better by putting a bigger penalty on the
weighting filter for the angle (Wee) or decrease the gamma (y). But if we look at the control
sensitivity for the x-position of the load, the problems comes into sight. We see that the
process is only robust for low and high frequencies, but for the working area (1 radians/sec < CO <
10 radians/sec) the only frequency that is robust is about 3.13 radians/sec. This is precisely the sway
frequency of the nominal process (cable length =1 meter fixed). So we see that if we change
the cable length the process is not robust anymore and could become unstable. What we
want, is that the notch around the sway frequency becomes wider, so the process is robust in
a larger range of cable lengths. Theoretically this can be done by giving the pre-filter for the
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correction of the acceleration of the angle (Vce) a clock curve, with its top on the sway
frequency of the nominal process. The width of the clock has to correspond with the possible
change in sway frequencies due to changing cable length. When we calculate a controller
with such a filter we see that the notch in the control sensitivity is wider, but the price you
have to pay is that the gamma (y) becomes greater and with that the performance becomes
worse. Because the gamma (y) with the filters implemented as described in this chapter is
already 150, we could not let the gamma increase more. Of course the gamma is already
much too high to get a good trade off between performance and robustness. But because the
process cannot be made robust for changing cable length is it chosen to design a controller
with a good performance for a fixed cable length.

From the augmented plant in figure 5-3 we could already expect that the controller has 10
different transfer functions, 5 inputs and 2 outputs. Not all the transfer functions are equally
important. The three important one's are highlighted below.

• The transfer function which controls the x-position of the load

Continuous Magnitude Plot of C(13)
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figure 5-19 Bode diagram of the controller for the x-position of the load

We see that for very low frequencies the gain of the controller is °dB, so the controller is
doing very little here. This is caused by the choices of the filters. Because MHC could only
work with bounded energy filters (the order of the numerator of the transfer functions is
equal to the order of the denominator), so no real integrators or differentiators are allowed.
Then the gain climbs to a gain of about 25 dB. This proportional action makes sure that the
final error becomes zero. The notch that we see at 3.14 radians/sec is a result of the oppression of
the eigen sway frequency. This is the result of pole-zero cancellation of the sway modes of
system. Actually we want the notch to be wider, as explained before. The 'high' gain after the
notch is caused by the extra differential action of the notch filter. This high gain lets pass
reference signals with a frequency spectrum as wide as possible. The high frequency
behavior is determined by the roll-off filter.
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• The transfer function which controls the angle between the nonnal of the trolley and the
cable

Continuous Magnitude Plot of C(14)
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figure 5-20 Bode diagram of the controller for the angle

We see that the gain of the transfer function of the controller of the angle is very small. This
is because the angle cannot be steered directly, but is a result of moving the trolley, so the
control of the angle is difficult. Around the eigen sway frequency of the system the gain is
even less. Because if you do not suppress this frequency the system would become very slow.
By the physical properties of the subsystem for the angle, the gain for the controller at low
frequencies does not have to be so big. This because the angle becomes zero of its own.

• The transfer function which controls the y-position of the load

Continuous Magnitude Plot of C(25)
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figure 5-21 Bode diagram of the controller for the y-position of the load

The reason that the gain is getting to zero for low frequencies is again that MHC does not
accept real integrators and differentiators for the filters. We conclude from the high gain for
low frequencies that the final error becomes zero. The high frequency behavior is determined
by the roll off filter.

This conclude the work witch can be done in advance by a H=-approach. The result of the
time simulations are given in section 6.2, Results of the Hoo-controller. We now will continue
with the design of the PID-controller with non-linear feedback.
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5.3 The second approach (the PID-controller)

Controller design

Through the non-linear feedback used in this approach, we get a simple second order system
with the following equations.

e = J.19

XL = J.1x

yL = J.1y
We see that the subsystems are totally de-coupled. So we discuss the design for a controller
of one of the equations, the others will go the same way. Let us rename such a subsystem to

X(t) = J.1(t).

This subsystem can be controlled with the classic control techniques. So a Proportional
Integratable Differential (PID) controller is designed. The integrator part can be left out,
because the subsystem already consists of two integrators of its own. The choice of the
factors P and D are explained below. This is based on [OON94].

We start with the equation ~(t) = J.1(t) = p[Xd(t) - x(t)] + D[~d(t) - ~(t)J. In this

equation stands the subscribed 'd' for desired. If we now use the following Laplace
transforms

L{x(t)} = Xes)

L{~(t)} sX(s) x(O)

L{~(t)} = S2X(S) - sx(O) x(O)

and use these on equation x(t) , this becomes

[Ds + P]Xd(s) + D[x(O) - xd(O)] + sx(O) + x(O)
Xes) = S2 + Ds + P

The poles of this system are at

s" = - ~ ± J~' -p

We have to make sure that the system satisfies four constraints:
I. stability
2. no overshoot
3. final error as soon as possible to zero
4. actuator signal in range

The first two constraints can be answered if we take a critical damped system, this means that
the poles has to be equal big, so

D2

- P = 0 => D = ± 2.JP and P ~ 0
4
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D has to be greater than zero (D>O), because the system has to be stable, so D = 2.JP and
P> O. The values of the P and the D can now be chosen, keeping in mind constraints three
and four. If we chose a big D we get a small time constant, so a fast system, however the
actuator signals become greater. In table 5-2 we see the final values of D and P.

rtional (P)
ential (D)

-position load (XL)

9
6

y-position load (YL)

9
6

an Ie (9)

16
8
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Chapter 6

6. RESULTS

Results

In this chapter the results of the simulations are given. For the first approach there will be
only simulations with a fixed cable length. The second approach contains simulations with
variable cable lengths.

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we shall see where all our efforts lead to. Here the simulation results of both
approaches are presented. Initially it was intended to implemente the controller in simulink
and connect the controller to the real system (the scale model). So the real value of all the
parameters used in the model of the overhead crane were determined and there is reckoned
with possible parameter changes and process uncertainties. Also has been made sure that the
steering signals to the real process do not cause saturation of the motors. The input signals
from the real system are transferred to the proper values for the controller. Extra simulations
with sensor noise have been performed, since we had good results with the simulations, we
foresee few problems to connect the controller to the real process. We tried it in three
different ways, but all failed.

1. directly through simulink
With the realtime toolbox from simulink, the user can define in- and outputs which
signals are transported to an analog to digital and a digital to analog converter. Hereto
the computer has to be equipped with extra hardware, which controls the interface
between simulink and the real world. The combination of the hard- and software was
working properly, but it turned out that the maximum conversion speed (below 90 Hz)
was not fast enough to control the system.

2. through the kernel of matlab
The next option was to control the process through the kernel of matlab. The kernel is the
core of the software which is very fast. With extra software it is possible to compile the
simulink implementation of the controller to a code which can run in the kernel. The

same
hardware as in the previous option can be used. After changing various files, the compiler
worked properly for our system, but when we want to run the code generated for the
controller we got a run time error. This error is probable caused by the interface between
the kernel and the extra hardware. Also tests with very simple simulink implementation
did not work. New versions of the software were downloaded, but even with those
software the system crashed.

3. by means of steering with a Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
The last option is to download the code for the controller into a DSP, which control
autonomously the overhead crane. This had been done before on other systems, so the
hard- and software were already tested. But in this case the linker, which combine the

files
that are necessary to make the code for the controller, made a duplicate file of the user
defined variables. Afterwards the linker generates errors because the variables were
defined twice. The reason for the linker doing this, is still not clear. Perhaps it has
something to do with nested simulink plants. So also this option did not work.
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From the problems described above, it is clear that there are no tests done on the real system.
But fortunately we can present simulations done with the H~-controller, the non-linear
process and the worm gear and simulations of the classical PID-controller, the non-linear
process and the worm gear.

6.2 Results of the H~-controller

The first controller we are about to evaluate is the H~-controller. The evaluation in this
chapter is completely done in the time domain. Therefor several plots of the x-position of the
load, the error between the simulated position and the reference position of the load, the
angle between the normal of the trolley and the cable and the actuator signals will be
presented. Because the H~-controlled process becomes unstable when the cable length is
changed, the simulations are only done with a fixed cable length of 1 meter. Furthermore it
has to be said that the plots you are about to see, are done with the nominal process
parameters given in table 4-1. At the end of this section a table is inserted where you can see
how much the parameters may change.

Below you see the implementation of the simulation model in simulink. With this model the
simulations has been done. The controller is implemented with a state space description for
the continuous controller. This can be easily changed in to a discrete controller, but if we
choose the sample time high enough, there is hardly any difference between the continuous
and discrete controller. You can find the implementation of the non-linear model block and
the trolley -> load block in appendix 4, Different views (simulink plans).

xl

X load

I
Yload

inverse

e
error Yload

f------' '---«'-KI+--------------------'

reference Yload

Clock

figure 6-1 Simulation modelfor the H~-colltroller
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figure 6-4 Angle between normal and cable figure 6-5 Actuator signals, Fh (dashed line)
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As we expected from the previous chapter, the load follows the reference signal well (the
bottleneck for the calculation of the controller was the sensitivity from the error of the x
position of the load). We see in figure 6-2 that there is effectively no overshoot in the system
present, this is desirable, because when we move the load or container from one point to an
other we do not want that the container come into collision with an other container that
already stand on the quay. The final error becomes almost immediately zero and the maximal
error is 11 centimeters (figure 6-3). The angle between the normal of the trolley and the cable
has a maximal value of 8 degrees. This corresponds with a deviation compared with the
position of the trolley of 14 centimeters at a cable length of 1 meter (L SinS). We see in
figure 6-5 that the signals to the actuator stays within the specified range of plus and minus
10 Volt. The motor can also cope with the steering frequency. We see also that the actuator
for lifting the load gets a little steering signal, this is due to the fact that the y-position of the
load changes a little when the load sway below the trolley. The controller tries to adjust this
error.

At last we have done some simulations where we have changed the parameters of the model
to see if the controller is stable for these parameter changes. We have changed the parameters
one by one and left the remaining parameters to there nominal value to find the maximum and
minimum value of that parameter. We also looked if the system becomes unstable in the
worst case configuration. It turned out that this phenomenon does not occur when we
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changed the parameters in the specific range. The results are presented in the following table.
The parameters used by the hoisting (dL, Md are not changed because the cable length is
fixed.

nominal process minimum value maximum value

eff. mass trolley (M t) 5.833 kg 4kg 15 kg
real mass load (mL) 0.521 kg 0.05 kg 7.5 kg
damping trolley (dt) 5.125 k

g
/ s 0.1 k

g
/ s 10 kg/s

table 6-1 Parameters variations

6.3 Results of the classic PID-controller

In the same way as above the results of the PID-controller with non-linear feedback are
presented. Figure 6-6 gives an overview of the used simulink plan. The details of the various
blocks can be found in appendix 4, Different views (simulink plans).

e
error Yload

non-lineair
model

~
Clock

Yload

figure 6-6 Simulation model for the PID-controller

We first give the results done with a fixed cable length of 1 meter, so this result can be
compared with the H~-controller.
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figure 6-7 Path of the x-position of the load
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figure 6-8 Error between reference and x-position load
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We see in figure 6-7 that the x-position of the load has an overshoot of 8 centimeters (5.3 %).
The angle between the normal of the trolley and the cable is smaller than with the H~

controller but has a strange shape. I think that this shape is not realizable with the real scale
model. The strange shape is probably to the fact that we allowed higher frequencies in the
actuator signal.

With the PID-controller with non-linear feedback it is also possible to change the length of
the cable. This is shown in the figures included below.
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The difference between these results and the results that are found in [OON94] can be
explained by the fact that we used a slightly different model for the simulation. Also we
included a model for the worm gear in the simulations and used other values where for the
parameters.

At last an observation has to be made about the PID-controller. As we see we need almost the

complete state vector (8, L, Xt, 8 and L) to compute the non-linear feedback defined in

formula 4.] to 4.3 inclusive. In simulation this is easy because all the states are available, but
when the real scale model is connected, we measure only XI> eand L. The other states are
internal states and have to be estimated. This can be done by not only applying the steering
forces to the real system, but also to the model of the overhead crane. From the model we
then get the desired quantities. Like in a LQG with observer design. The problem of this
method is that the model has to be very good, in correspondence with the real process. Of
course we could also adjust the scale model of the overhead crane and put on some extra
sensors to measure the first derivatives (speed) of the trolley, angle between the normal of the
trolley and the cable and the cable.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In these thesis the modeling, control and the interface of a scale model of an overhead crane
has been studied. The model derived in chapter 2, modeling the overhead crane corresponds
with [BEE92] and [LAM98]. The real values for the variables, like effective masses and
damping terms, used in the model are discovered and defined. This model had to be adjusted
to make it suitable for a transmission with a worm gear. The working of the worm gear in the
static behavior is explained in detail and later expanded to a dynamic model. It turned out that
a worm wheel transmission can be modeled by adjusting the input force with a specially
designed simulink block. After inserting this block the simulated values are almost the same
as the real measured values.
The control of the overhead crane is done with two different control techniques: The H-
control technique based on a linearised model, and a classical PID-controller with non-linear
feedback. For the first technique the linear model is adjusted, so we could reckon with the
worm wheel transmission and process uncertainties in the controller design. The necessary
filters are designed and a controller is calculated. We could already foresee by the H--theory
that the calculated controller can becomes unstable if the cable length changes. We
established that we could trade off performance for robustness, but there could not be found a
satisfying optimum. So in our controller we found good performance more important than
robustness through the whole range of the possible cable lengths. In simulations done with
the non-linear process it turned out that with the nominal process we get good results, but if
the cable length changes, the system becomes unstable.
To have nevertheless a controller which can control the system at various cable lengths an
implementation of the ideas proposed by Oonincx [OON94] were presented. In this report the
non-linear model of the overhead crane is transformed through non-linear feedback in a
simple linear model with only two integrators. A classic PID-controller for this system is
designed and simulations with this system have been done. The results for the nominal
process are very good if the angle between the normal of the trolley and the cable (8) is the
same as the desired angle (8d). Keeping this in mind it is advisable to calibrate the angle
sensor each time the scale model is used. This can be done with the setscrew below the
trolley, when the load is not swaying the output voltage of the angle sensor has to be zero.
Unfortunately it is not succeeded to let the calculated controller control the real scale model
of the overhead crane. The reason is due to the fact that the software which should settle the
interface between the computer and the real world had several start up problems.

At last some recommendations are made to improve the design of the controller for the
overhead crane or to give a direction for other approaches.

• more sensors
If the second approach, (the PID-controller) is used to control the real scale model, it is
necessary to check if the estimations of the first derivatives of the trolley, the angle and the
cable length correspond to the real values. If this is the case then the estimation and the
model are good enough, but else we have to include extra sensors such that the values of all
the states can be measured.
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• more controllers
In this thesis is tried to control the system with one controller for the whole range of the cable
length. With a classic PID-controller with non-linear feedback it is possible to stabilize the
system in simulations. When the controller is connected to the real system the result can
become a lot worse, because we have to make an estimation of the derivatives of the cable
length and the angle. The system could even become unstable.
We saw that it is not possible to design a H~-controller that is stable for different cable
lengths. But with a fixed cable length we got good results, so if we design more controllers
with different values for the cable length of the nominal process and connect these controllers
with the bumpless transfer technique, you get a controller for the whole range of cable
lengths. The theory of bumpless transfer can be found in [ENK98].

• !J--analysis/synthesis
With the H~-control technique we can reckon with process uncertainties, but there is no
possibility to indicate which parameter changes a lot and which parameters less. So this
technique is very conservative. With !J--analysis/synthesis you can specify the range in which
the parameters changes. The expectation is that the notch in the controller of the x-position of
the load becomes wider, so the controller is stable and robust for all cable lengths

During the judgment of the graduate project, it turned out that the modeling for the damping
of the sway movement is not modeled correctly. Now the damping is modeled as a coulomb
damping term in the position of the load, but the actual damping of the sway movement can
be found in the midpoint of oscillation of the trolley. So this damping cannot be dependent on
the cable length. So this has to be studied further.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

SYSTEM:
Xl. X-position of the load
YL Y-position of the load
e angle between normal of the trolley and the length lirection of the cable
Xt X-position of the trolley
L length of the cable
F t force on the trolley
Fh force for hoisting the load
FT tension force in the cable
Fg1 gravity force on the load
FN normal force on the trolley
Fer centrifugal force on the load
F'L force on the load in the X-direction
FyL force on the load in the Y-direction
Ftd desired trolley force
Fhd desired hoist force
ed desired angle
~, acceleration in the X-direction
~y acceleration in the Y-direction

X first derivative of X (speed)

X second derivative of X (acceleration)

~X 'little' change in X
mL mass of the load
mt mass of the trolley
ML effective mass of the load
Mt effective mass of the trolley
d t effective damping of the trolley
de effective damping of the sway movement
dL effective damping of the hoisting
r radius of the axis
X matrix X
X 'state' vector x
feigen eigen frequency of the system
g gravity constant
Ce correction for acceleration of the angle
C,L correction for the X-position of the load
V, input voltage from position sensor
VL input voltage from cable length sensor
Ve input voltage from angle sensor

CONTROLLER DESIGN

List of symbols

H~

P
C
~p

w
!J
Z
y
M(K)

H-infinity
plant or process
controller
process uncertainties
exogenous inputs
control inputs
system outputs
measurement outputs
closed loop system without process uncertainties
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List of symbols

MeCK)
Vllx
Vdx
VCx
Vrx
Wex
WUx
ex

x
S
T
R

Y

closed loop system without filters and process uncertainties
noise filters for X

disturbance filters for X
correction filters for X

reference filters for X
error filters for X
actuator filters for X

error signal of X

in- outputs of augmented plant

sensitivity
complementary sensitivity
control sensitivity
performance indicator

WORM WHEEL:
I transmission relation
n1 number of revolutions of the worm wheel
n2 number of revolutions of the gear wheel
zl number of teeth of the worm wheel
z2 number of teeth of gear wheel
M ti torque of the worm wheel
M t2 torque of the gear wheel
llg overall efficiency of the worm gear
Ym lead angle, angle between the normal axis and the length direction of the teeth
L lead
dml pitch diameter of the worm wheel
ta axial pitch of the worm wheel
rna axis module of the worm wheel
F r radial force
FR Friction force
Fe result force
Fu tangential force
Fa axial force
Fn normal force perpendicular to the tooth surface of the worm
Fn ' derived normal force parallel to the worm axis

anD thread angle, angle between Fo and Fo'

p' friction angle
f friction angle
Vg rotation speed, measured along the cogwheel side
Tmotor motor torque
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Appendix 1 Formulas

APPENDIX 1. FORMULAS

Fh
XL X-position of the load

y YL Y-position of the load

L
e angle between normal of the trolley and

the length direction of the cable
X, X-position of the trolley
L length of the cable
F, force on the trolley
Fh force for hoisting the load

(0,0)
FT tension force in the cable
Fg1 gravity force on the load
FN normal force on the trolley

L
Fd centrifugal force on the load
mL mass of the load

y' VI m, mass of the trolley
d, effective damping of the trolley

V de effective damping of the sway movement
dL effective damping of the hoisting

X first derivative of X (speed)

Fgl Fcf X second derivative of X (acceleration)

LlX 'little' change in X

Coordinates load:
x-position: XL = Xl + L Sin S

x-speed: XL Xl + L Sin S + LS Cos S
.. .2

x-acceleration: XL Xl + L Sin S + 2LS Cos S + LS Cos S LS Sin S (AJ.l)

y-position: - L Cos S

y-speed: - L Cos S + LS Sin S
.2

y-acceleration: yL = - LCos e + 2Le Sin e + Le Sin e + Le Cos e (AJ.2)

Force balance of the load:

X-direction: LF = rn·a + d'VL = rnx +dLS Cos S
..

-FT Sin S = rnLXL + daLS Cos S

Substitution of XL (AJ.l) gives:

[.. ..
-FT SinS = rnL Xl + L SinS + 2LS CosS + LSCosS - U~2 SinS]+daL8CosS

(AJ.3)
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Formulas

y-direction: L F = m· a + d· VL = my + dL e Sin e

FT Cos e - Fg, = mL yL +deLe Sin e

Appendix 1

Substitution of yL (AJ.2) gives:

FT cose - Fgl = mL[- Lcose + 2 LSSine + LeSine + LS 2 cose] + deLSSine

Multiplication of the force balance of the load (AJ.3) in the x-direction with Cosine eand in
the y-direction with Sinus egives:.... . .
-FTSin ecos e = mLXt Cos e + mLL Sin ecos e + 2mLLe cos2e +

•• • 2 •

+ mLLe cos2e - illLLe Cos eSin e + deLe cos2e
.. . .

FT Sin eCos e = Fgl Sin e - mLL Sin eCos e + 2illLLe Sin 2e +

•• • 2 •

+ illLLe Sin 2 e + illLLe Cos eSin e + deLe Sin 2 e

Addition of these two equations gives:

o = Fg, Sin e + mLXt Cos e + 2mLLe + mLLe + deLe

From this equation we can derive e

e = i [-gSine - ;t cose - 2LSJ - ~~

Due to hoisting we get (in the y' -direction):

L F = m· a + d· Vy' = m L + d L + m x Sin e
Fh - Fer - Fg, Cos e = -illLL - dLL - mLXt Sin e

.2

- Fh + mL e L + illLg Cos e = mL L + dL L + illL Xt Sin e

-Fh + mLe L + mLgCos e - dLL - mLXt Sin e

Force balance of the trolley:

(AJA)

(AJ.5)

x-direction:

y-direction:
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LF = m·a + d·vt = mx +dx

Ft + FT Sin e = mtXt + dtxt

LF = m·a + d·vt = m~ + dy

FN - FT Cos e - Fgt = 0
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Appendix 1

Substitution of Fr Sin efrom the force balance of the load (x-direction) (Al.3)..
Ft - fiL XL - deLe Cos e = fit Xt + dt Xt

Formulas

.2

Substitution of XI (Al.l) in the above-mentioned equation gives:

Ft - ffiL [;t + L Sin e + 2 LeCos e + L eCos e - L e2 Sin e] - deLeCos e =

= fitXt + dtXt

Rewriting this equation gives:.. ... . . ..
(fit + ffiL) Xl = Ft - dt Xt - fiLL Sin e - 2fiLLe Cos e - ffiLLe Cos 8 +

.
+ fiLLe Sin e - deLe Cos e

.. ..
Substitution of fiLL (Al.5) and e (Al.4) in above-mentioned equation gives:

(fit + fid;t = Ft - dt~t - Sine[-Fh + fiLe
2

L + fiLgCose - dLL - fiL;t Sine]

- 2tmLe CosO - meL CosOl~[- g SinO - ;;, CosO - 2LeJ - ~] +

• 2

+ fiL Le Sine - deLe Cos8

Simplification of this equation follows:

firXt = Ft - dtXr + FhSin e + dLL Sine

Rewriting the last equation gives:

.. I [ .
Xt = - Ft + Fh Sine - Xtdt

fit
(Al.6)

Substitution of Xt (Al.6) in e (Al.4) gives:

e= ~[-gSin e - c:te[Ft + FhSin e - ~tdt + dLL Sine] -2Le] - ~~

Simplification gives:

•• 1 [ [ ..] ••Je = fitL -gfitSine - Ft + FhSine - Xtdl + dLLSine cose -2fitL8
dee
ffiL
(Al.7)
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Formulas Appendix 1

After substitution of Xt (AJ.6) in L (AJ.5) we get:

.2 • IllL Sin e[ .
mL L = -Fh + mL e L + IllLg Cos e - dL L - Ft - Fh Sin e - Xt dt +

mt

+ dd~, Sine]

Simplification of this equation gives:

L = mt~[-FtmLSin e - (IllLSin
2
e + mt)(Fh + dLL) + mLxtdtSin e +

+ m.me(LO' + g COSO)]
(AJ.8)

The last three boxed equations (AJ.6 AJ. 7Ai.8) are the non-linear equations of the system.

We can now derive the linearised model by defining a working point XtO, 8tO, LtD, Xto, eto, Lto
(= 0,0,1,0,0,0). This gives:
Xt = Xto + ~Xt = ~Xt

Xt = Xto + ~Xt = ~Xt

e = eto + ~e = ~e

e = etn + ~e = ~e

L=Lto+~L= 1 +~L

L=Lto+~L=~L

Substitution in the non-linear equations gives:

~Xt = ~t [Ft + Fh Sin(~e) + ~·Xt dt + dL (La ~ ~L) Sin(~e)]

~e = (1 ) [_ gmt Sin(~e) - Ft Cos(~e) + ~·Xt dt Cos(~e) +
mt La + ~L

de ~e

IllL

= ~x

( La~·~L) = mt~L [- IllLFt Sin(~e) - (IllL Sin 2 (~e) + mt)( Fh + d{La ~ ~L)) +

+ InLd, i", Sio(M) + m.me(io' (Lo + ilL) + g COS(M»)]

Using the approximation for Cosine, Sinus and other approximations
Cos (x) = 1 for little values of x
Sin (x) = x for little values of x

a(c + ~x)

at
~x ~y "" 0

(~X)2 "" 0
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Appendix 1

Fh ::::: mLg - ~Fh

Ft ::::: ~Ft

follows that:

"" 1 [ " J~Xl == ~ ~Ft + mLg~S - ~Xt dt

Formulas

(Ai.9)

~e ==

~L ==

I [ " J do ~e
( )

- gffit~e - ~Ft - mLg ~e + ~Xt dt -
mt Lo+~L mL

ffiL

(Ai.lO)

(Ai.ii)

These three above-mentioned equations (Ai.9 Ai.lO Ai.il) are the linear equations of the
system. From these we can derive the state space equations:

[
" "L L"JTX == A~ + Bg with u == [~Fl ~Fhr and ~ == x x S S

[
Xl + L Sin S] line~lion [~xr + LoS]

Y == Cx + Du with y == L Cos S ---.' ~L

With A, Band C are the following matrix:

0 1 0 0 0 0
dt

- ~(1 :)0 a22 a23 0 0 0 an == a43 == +
mt

0 0 0 1 0 0 mLg do
A == with a23 == a44 ==

0 a42 a43 a44 0 0 ml mL

0 0 0 0 0 1
dr dL

a42 == aM ==
mtLo mL

0 0 0 0 0 a66

0 0 b21 ==
b21 0 mt

0 0
B == with b41 ==b41 0 mILo

0 0
1

0 b62 b62 ==
mL

[~
0 Lo 0 0

~]C == 0 0 0 1

D == [~ ~]
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Appendix 2 Values of the worm transmission

APPENDIX 2. VALUES OF THE WORM TRANSMISSION

figure A2-1 Worm wheel

figure A2-2 Cog wheel

worm wheel cog wheel
(STR 1002) (BTR 10016)

material steel (9 SMn 28 K) bronze (GSnBzI2 or GBzI2)

UnO (angle of action) 20° 20°
Modul 1.0 1.0

z (number of teeth) 1 16
i (transmission) 1:16 1: 16

dm1 [mm] 14 16
d. [mm] 18.8 16

NL [mm] 6 8
b [mm] 6.5
L[mm] 30 14.5
a [mm] 15

B-H7 [mm] 6 5
weight [g] 26 16
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Appendix 3 Total view (Simulink plan)

APPENDIX 3. TOTAL VIEW (SIMULINK PLAN)

xl

X load

e
error Yload

reference Yload

correction
XI

I

Y load

L---~-K/+---------------------'

inverse

Clock

figure A3-I Survey afthe H~-calltrolscheme

non-lineair
model

9.81'ml

gravrty"MI
yl

Y10ad

figure A3-2 Survey afthe PID-cantrol scheme
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Appendix 4 Different views (Simulink plans)

APPENDIX 4. DIFFERENT VIEWS (SIMULINK PLANS)

wormwheel

o
Constant1

figure A4-J Survey of the non-linear system ofan overhead crane with worm gear

, _ro--

~v
FI

F1~~

2'If.: ~ Fh SIn

• ~ U-Fllk01

oc_ ~'l:JK-
o + ~,.....-----, + lIml

dl ~ ~ .
Dt pro<1lct 1 Xt ddot

G
-01 - 11

.--- XUiol
l_dot

~~- " 2

Xl XI XLout

I--~
~l tl =;hb~~ml

'2'
-'3'

ml gmlsin T~OUI

C-:~_dol
ti;;;-es2

Theta do( Theta

sum 1 ~ Th"a_ddol -

~
,lml

3

L ,IL

~
-~ .1:

D_Theta I O_T;bt_d« -'i<'
~

Theta_ddol1 .[4l
producl3 '%'11 de"jj;

ml -.
Thels_ddo12

~
. . ,
~m3 D_ThetBo'

~ I: product 2 _

ml sin"2 mlsil'l"'2+mt -
- ""- .m

~ 1/(;.tml) L:.ddot
Flmlsin .

.1 ~m2

""ml XU:lot Dt sin

~ml_ro--

-c:::rr:1 ~=, .I:

figure A3-2 Survey of implementation of the non-linear equations ofan overhead crane in simulink
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Different views (Simulink plans) Appendix 4

1

XUn
f(u)

sin I sin Sum1

2 2

Theta_in Theta_out

3

L_in I cos Gain

figure A4-3 Survey of the transformation of the measured values of the position of the load, the angle between the
normal and the cable and the cable length to the position of the load

sin

1

Delta FI
desired

figure A4-4 Survey of the non-linear feedback used by the PID-controller (equation 4.1 and 4.3)
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Appendix 4 Different views (Simulink plans)

3 f----------+I
Fh

L_dot

4S.6f---.
01

Ux(Fh+OI L_dot)

Ux

(Uy+g)
(Fh+OI L_dot)

+~-----,
f.---+----------+-+

Sum

Othela Thela dot
LUx -

Olhela Theta_dol
L (Uy+g)

Uy+g

6 1--+-+-+--hr----+1
L

0.0033 f-----I---+---+I
Olheta

gravity

Sf----.---+-----+I
Thela_dol

figure A4-5 Survey ofthe non-linear feedback used by the PJD-controller (equation 4.2)
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Appendix 5 Changes in hardware actuator

APPENDIX 5. CHANGES IN HARDWARE ACTUATOR

By the derivation of the model of the overhead crane we assumed that we can directly steer
the force that is a necessary to move the load the desired distance. In reality the motors are
connected through a digital to analog converter to the computer. So we steer the motors with
a voltage instead of a force. In section 4.4, Actuators you can read how the relation between
these two quantities are. But these considerations assume that that there is a linear relation
between the voltage and the current through the motor. To realize this linear relation there is
an electrical circuit called current driven voltage source (CDVS) present in the system. The
CDVS that was present in the scale model did not apply this task in certain circumstances. So
a new CDVS was developed. Below you see the electrical plan of the new CDVS:

+I-input

7 6
>-----'-_e cummt

oufput

figure A5-1 Electrical plan for the current driven voltage source

The current through the hoist and move motor may become maximal three Ampere. This is
measured with a resistor of 0.15 Ohm, so the voltage over the resistor becomes 0.45 Volt
(0.15*3). This voltage will be amplified by the electrical circuit around the first operational
amplifier (op-amp) to come in range with the desired value.

The circuit around the second op-amp is set up as a feedback differential amplifier. The
relation between input (point 2 and 3) and output (point 6) is given by the next formula.

R5( )
U6 = - U6firstop - amp - U + 1- input

R4

We see that if there is a difference between the desired current (+/- input) and the actual
current form the motor the circuit will apply a steering current to make the actual current the
same as the desired current.
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